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Goal

 Two traffic sensor locations: 
 Upstream sensors count approaching vehicles

 Downstream sensors monitor vehicles leaving 

queue

 Each intersection has a controller that makes a 

decision based on current inputs
 Inputs for each lane group: queue, upstream flow 

rate, time

 Design a queue-based traffic control system to minimize travel 

delay times 

 Use cheap sensing technology to implement our algorithm

 Simulate the algorithm on isolated intersections and on a city-

wide scale and compare with existing methods

Algorithm 

Results 
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Queue-Based Traffic Control via PIR Sensors

Research Challenges

 Proper modelling of traffic flow for various conditions (rush 

hour, random, nonrandom etc.)

 Obtaining real-life traffic data for comparison 

 Physically simulating traffic flow on toy cars and fine-tuning 

PIR sensors

 Physically measuring vehicle delays and comparing to 

alternative methods

Motivations and Objectives

Motivations

 Many millions of dollars wasted in fuel and time because of traffic 

delay

 Current traffic control technology is either expensive to implement 

or offer minimal improvements over pre-timed signal plans

 Objectives

 Reduce traffic congestion by up to 20%

 Easy to implement and flexible for a variety of traffic situations 

(single intersection, arterial, etc.)

Microscopic simulation of New Brunswick Area
 Algorithm reduced average waiting time by 5% 

compared to default case

 Simulation duration: 1 hour; 3600 total vehicles

 Single, Isolated Intersection
 Algorithm reduced average waiting time by 10% 

compared to static case

 Physical Demonstration
 Implemented using PIR Sensors

 LED lights coordinated by Arduino MEGA 2560

 Easy to implement, low cost

 Switching Condition
 Controller predicts traffic delay based on current 

system parameters 

 Signal cycle is switched if:

 𝑖
4𝐷𝐶𝑖(Δ𝑇0) >  𝑖

4𝐷𝐶𝑇(Δ𝑇0
′)

 Fixed system parameters
 Speed limit, 𝐷, 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛, Y, average acceleration
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